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ABSTRACT

Sibling data dr4wn from the
Kalamazoo Brothers sample are used to

assess the adequacy of conventional sociological variables for measurtng

family backgraind, to estimate the overall effects of family backgeound.
,

on test scores, education, occupational status, and earnings, and to

control family.background when estimating the effects of test scores

and education.
-

Traditional socioeconomic variables are Impert measUres of back-,

)

ground.--The-correlations between brothers' test scores, educational attain-

ments, occupational statuses, and earningsmnre substantially higher than

would be predicted on the basis of measured socioeconomic,background alone.

Nevertheless,,the differences between brothers on measures of'economic'

success areilarge relativt to differences among menin general. Differences

in
family/background explain less than one quater of the variance in ,

earningS.

/Biases in the effects of education on occupational status and earAings

due/to background are not fully.eliminatedby. controlling only meavured'

beckground variables. Controlling both sibling test s&ore difference6 and

cOmmon family background suggests a 30 percent bias iltheeducation-

occupation coefficient and a.54 percent bias in the education-in earninp.s

coefficient. Controlling common family b- does not, however,

substantially reduce the effect'orteSt scor ln earnings.
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/ntfoduction

Diming the last ten years, sociologists have devoted considerable

effort to measuring and modeling the effects of family'beckground on the?

economic attainments/of men [Blau and Duncan, 1967; Duncan, Featherman,,

and Dtatoan, 1972; Jencks ev. al., 1972; SeweAl and Hauser, 1975.1 In

addition to aSsessing the quantitative importance of background, they

have atteMpted to trace the extent to which backgronnd affects economic

standing by affecting copitive skills and educational attainment. In

the prodess of decomposing the effects'of background into directsnd
.

1ndifect Componehts, sociologists
haveAstimated standardized regression-,

,

co4fficients for ability ahd schooling in models of occupational status

1 9

and earning's. This work has brought them close'afield to interests

iiially pursued by-econcmists.

1conomists of the human capital
persuasion have hsd to Contend with

the posgibility that
whar,appear to be the effects of schooling are,

4

in .factl_the effects of the detertinants of schooling. Concern with this

qnestion has usually centered on the impact Of ignoring family background

and-tested mental ability whn estimating the effects of schooling on

earningg Igrilichea and Mason, 1972; Taubman and Wales, 1974; -Welch, 1974.]

Both sociolOgists and economists have usually equated family backwound

with measures of
socioetonoMic poittion.: Variables that are commonly

meot

.

employed include parental eduCatiOn, family slze and father's occupational

status. Critics have bepn quick to point oui that potentially important

t,
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background measures, such as pa, rental income, are usually omitted

[Bowles, 1972].
1 The problem is further complicated by the fact that

families may systematically confer advantages and disad'Antages.in ways

that are unrelaeed to socioeConomic position.' "Family climates" and

other elusive factors may well vary between families that are equal on all

conceivable measures of socioeconomic status and demographic characteristies.

If that ls true, the explained variance in ordinary models of status

ittainment underestimates, the explanatory power of:family background.

Moreover, if.tiv unmeasured aspects of family background that affect
S.

educatiOn are corx.elatedvith those that affect ocCupational status_or

income, controlling measured socioeconomic variables w1,11 not suffice to .

eiiminate bses in the education coefficients due to backgrbund:

.An alternative definition of family background includes all those factors,

both measured and unmeasured, that produce resemblance on outcome! Aong '

17

siblings. If the effects of family backgroun(' do not vary systematically

by birth order or other-within-family factors, and if the characteristics

4

11Th at direct evidence there.is suggests that the incluSion of parental

income reduces the coefficients of Aber background measures, but that

it does not significantlyoenhance the explanatory power of measured

.backgroUnd. L reanalyzed Sewell.and
Hauser's samPle of 1957 Wisconsin

-high ,school Seniors, and found that the addition'of average parental

income from 1957 to 1960 to equations already including'father's

edUcation, mother'seducation, and father's occupation 1id notZsighif7

icant]y reduce 'the residual standard'errors for edUcational:attainment,

1964 occupztional itatua,-And- 1967.earninga.-.--

cs
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of one sibling do not directly affect the characteristics of another,

the sibling correlation for an outcome.represents the total proportion of

variance which background explains.
2

4.f the entire effect of background

defined in this way was produceleby measured socioeconomic variables, the

from ordinary individual level regressions would be the same as the

sibling. correlations. Blau and Duncan [1967] report, however, that this iS

not the case for'educational attainment. My.data suggest that it is also

,
not the case for occupational status or earnings. They suggest thata,,,,,.,

I '5'

2
If the assumptions do not hOld, the sibling col-relation still reflects the

extent to which beteenfamily 'variance exceeds withinfamily variance, but

the interpretation of the correlation becomes ambiguoUs. If the effects of

background vary by birth prder,'thpproportion of.variance!jdue to'family

and to such' an interaction could be higher than the sibling correlatiOn. If

brothers,' characteristics directly affect one another; the sibling coriela7

tion exceeds the variance attributable to shared baCkground characteristics.

P Fortunately, the assumptions that background effects are symmetric by birth

order, and that interbrother effects are'for the most Part unlikely aPpear

tenable for the Kalamazoo data. See Michael OlnecP. 'The Determinants of

Educational Attainment and Adult Status Among Broti-mes; The Kalamazoo' Study,"

doctoral dissertation, Chapter 4. Harvard raduate,School of Education, 1976.

Two:other.caveats.are in order. If background factors have different,

effects for men with nolDrothers, estimateslkf explained variance based on

sibling data may be"mlisleading for the general population. This Possibility

cannot be tested for untheasured background factors. Nor am Ijamiliar with'

analysLs of;national data which relate. outcomes to.measured variables sep

arately for men with_brothers andMen with nobrothers: -Such analyses could

be conducted with the 1962and 1973 OOO data. See PeterBlauand Otis D.

Dunca, The Amer-itau0Ocupational Structure' (New York: Wiley,'1967) David L.

Featherman and Robert Hauser, "Design for a,!tcplicate Study of Social Mbbility

in the United ftates-," in.Social Indicator Models, eds. Kenneth C., Land and

Seymour SpilerMan (New York: Russell Sage, 1975). .

ky definition of "background" includes the effects of genes, but only to

.the 'extent that brothers' genetic makeups are_correlated, If genes are

viewed as an "inheritance'', I have underestimated the effeces,of background

even when using.Sibling data.-However, unshaied, unmeasured.environmental

factors who'se effects. t cannot analyse may also be related to family baCkground .

in a .narrdigosens'e, and in a wider sense are almost definitionally related to.-

background.- .No methodology can analytically distinguish unmeasured

individual "background" factors from "later" influences.

7



ordinary socioeconomic yariables are very imperfect measures of family

b -:kground.
3 M6dels of-the attaiment process-which ignore this not

/ .

only underestimate the overall effects rof background, but may also over-

ate the extent to which'ability and schooling mediate the imP-act of

bacitground on economic 'attainment.

If the omitted aspects of family background that affect schooling

and-econ mic outcomes are uncorrelated, researchers who rely on socio-
,

, economic measures to control background are on safe ground. But'if such

. factors. are correlated, estimatesof the effects f schooling' wili be

biased to some extent even if socioeconomiC baokgroUnd is controlled. By
d

tunni,fig regression5n sibling difference§ (or On'deviationS from pair
a

means),(2ne can 'Cont:rol all those family-'related factors whiCh cyrothers

share.' The-effetts of ::choofing or other variables such as tested .041ity

measured within families Cannot be biased by family background.
4

They can,"

/4unhappily, still be,biased.by unmeasured characterietics which vary between

brOther.

3
This would be true, even,if socioeconomic variables_were measured without

error. While R2's from equations Using corrected variables are higher

than Chose from equations using observed aeasures, corrected sibling cor-

relations are also higher. See Olneck. "Determinants Of Educational

7 ,Attainment," Table 4.:7. 2

4
For, an eat-ly anlicipation of this sirategy, The

Effect of Schooling-upon Incom Gra-dUate 'Council o?Indiana UniveCsitY,

1932, For reanalyses of-Gorse-line's data, see Gary-Chamberlain and',Zvi

(lriliches, "Returns to Schooling of Brothers and Ability. ag an Unobserved.

Variance Component," Harvard institute of Economic. Research Discussion ,

Paper,.340 (Cambridge, mass, : Institute of Economic Research, 1974).

For further within-pair regression results see Jeremy Behrman,

Paurtaubmarl, and Tergnce Wales, "COntrolling forfand Ieasur±n t the- .

Effects of Genetics and Family Environment in EquaCion's for Schooling'

.
and Labor,MArket Succesg,"'Paper prepared for presentation at the Mathe.=.

matical Social Sciences -Board Conferenc,, Kinametrics, May 1976, at,

a
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Work in status attainment research and in econometric andlyses of

Ithe effects of education is hampered not only.by inadequate'measures of

7
family background, but also by the searcity,of datathat'include ability

I (.,.measures. From the point of view of sociology, which takes a substantive .

?

7%.
,

interest in the effects of cognitive,Skills, the Problem is one of scarcity

pure and simple. From the point of view of econometrics, the problem

is also conceptual. Traditional cognitive tests-may nbt eaptu're-what

1

economists mean by "ability"--i.e;, the abiliiy to earn higherwage

5-

Ifrespective of schooling. Viewed.in this light, test scores.are, possibly

error-ridden proxies frr "true" ability. However, until ecOnodists, can

specify what such ability is, We will have to be content with,the measures

that are.available. 'The ailailability'iu the Kalamazoo Brothers sample 6f

early test scores foi men over the age of 35, adds somewhat to the small.

stock-of existing data which M:loc,s useful analyze of the interrelation-
.

sh-tps among background,
ability, schooling, and economic succeSs.

5

"Williamstown, Massachusetts.

The strateo involves two hazards which I discuss in more detail befow.

The first ds that lc assumes variables measure the same things within anck

between families. The second,is that it exacerbates biaQes due tp measure-
,-

4

ment errors.

4

_ 7

See John_Bishop, "Reporting-ErrbrS and the True Return te Schooling," unpuh-

lished paper (Madison: University of Wisconsin., 1976).

5
The Wisconsin 1957 high school' Seniors studied by Sewell 'and Hauser are

rmly.now in their mid-thirties,',,and the sample excludes high school-drop-

_
Published analyses of this sample cover earningS only ten years nftc*-

high school gradifation:--SeekWilliam'H.
Sewell and Robert M..HaUser, Education

4.,z

q
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i This --p-iper repiiits the reSults of my efforts to use the kalamaibO?

h \ . . . _,_, .

If V -I

N Broth'ers data to estiMate. the eff.ects o amily. background on. co0tive
i, . r

.. ..../
A . ..-

e .

t

.

Occupatidn and Earnings (New-;York: Academid Press, 1975). The ProjeCt,

, Talent respondents were only around 28 years old wheh last Surveyed.' See

James arouse, "The ProAect Talen't 11-14" Year Longitudinal' Snrveys," in,

WhoGets Ahead?, ed. Christopher JenEks, draft, Appendix ,H (New York:
Basic Books , forthcbming) . The ef feCts of cognitive skills on earningp

appear to be lower, in the early cgreer than.later, on. (See Hange's report"

of Roger's' data; also,gsee, Jencks, and Eherlind.) Unpublished data from

the Wisconsin sample also show ,their effect.) Johnc. Rause', "Earnings

Profile: Ability and Schooling," Journal of Political EConomy 80 (May/June

1972); ChriStOpher Jencks, (ed.), Who Gete Ahead? (New York: Basic' Books,

forthcomin); Ingemar Fgeerlind, Formal Education and Adult Earnings

(Stockholm: Almquist' and Wik.s.ell, 1975.. This 'means that analysts who

have relied on'younger samples may have prematurely concluded that the

4
' ability bias in the income-schooling relationship 1..a :small.. For example,

Griliches and Mason concludes that the biers in postmilitany schooling in'

the NORC Veterans sample is only 10Jiercent. found the bias in the

goefficieRt for tota1A2Nhooling for respondents! 30-34 in that sample to

.be 42 percent.. See Y,viGriliches and William M. Mason, "Education.,

Income and Ability," journal of Political Econbmy 80 (Ma5r/June 1972);

Michael blnecki 'The'Effects of Education on Occupational Status and

Earnings," Ins`titute for Research on Poverty Di_cussion Paper, 358-76

(Madison: Ihstitute for 'Research on Poverty; 1976)..

.'

Unfortunately, samples of older men which' include test scores, are raie,,
and; invariably, flawed. The test in the"MiChigan Panel Study of-`: n

Income Dynamits is unreliable, and was taken. at the time the survey was .

' aaministered. ,See Peter' Miiisar. "The 1967-74 Panel Study,of Income

Dynamics' Survey," in.--Who G7ts Ahead?, ed. Christopher Jencks, draft,

Appendix C (New York: Basic Books, forthcoming). Respondents in the NBER-

TR sample were all in the military and scored at,or above the mediar,

(Paul Taubman and Terence Wales, Higher Education and Earnings: College

as 'an Investment and a Screening Device (New York: Mc(raw-Hill, 1974.)

Because of its local:nature, the galamzizoo data does not remedy the need

firi large, representative samples with ability.measures. That it adds

significantly to available da.,,ta-reflects the meager base on which analyses

in this area- are conducted.v,

P.

1 0

,
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, skills, educational attainment, occupational status, and earning, and to

s If

, ..

. i .
./.

,

contxol family background when estfmating the effects of cognitive skilirn

J, ,*.__
.

educational attainment, and 66eltive skills and education On occupational
. .4

status and earn7ings. In Section 2, T desCribe the saM le and the variAles.

'

SectiGn '3 compares the sibling &rrelat

<
ions predicted y tWe effects of

measured background.to those actually observed, and compares the magnitude b.f.

.
of.

.sibling differences.to the magnitude of differenced between randomly chosen

4

skindividual s. also develop alternative mo8els representing the effects of.

0
,

.n in_Section 4, I compare. the results of withinpair regres-
.baCkground.

sonsto indiyi,dual level rekiessions. Section 5 summarizes my resultswisi'

s.,. suggests:their implications far further research -
,I.

-.

pection 2. Sample and-Uariable Descriptions

..:Tbel{alamazoo, Michigan public: sch&l syStem-has preserved the.results.
, .

I

of its standardized testing-program since the program'sinception in 1928.
N

(

During the summer'a 1973, I selecEed a:sample of males from the. records

6 , ' .k. *
,, .

.. of si,i.th grade gcores'for the years'1928.thru 1950. ' I used sch6o1 census

... .

..

).)

,

.
r

.

and ppr9.11mgnt records to determine siblingship. This procedure resulted ..

,

in a potential sAmple Of 2782 individualssfrom 1224 sets of brothers.

I was able to trace 1612 of the. original 2782 indiViduals'in the
,

.

.

-samgle. Of these, 1243 cdmplete 1 a ,f011bw-14.15 telephone interview during
.

. .

. ,
, .

- ------

I am irateful to Dr. WAliiam Coates And Dr. David liartz of the Kalamazoo .

Public School Systeror,permissidn te*usk..the Kalamazoo sOhool\records.

I am grateful tolDr.tanley Robin, di-rector_of 6e,Center.for SoCiolo.gical .

Rg'search'at Viestern Miqfiigan UhiverstCY forteXtending- the cptirtesfes of e

the Center to me cloying the ifiterview phase of the stay.

6.4 s
.0"'"

i

.
p

>4.1
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_September 1973 thru May 1974; 152 were dead, 52 were never directly Con-
,

tacted and 165 refused to be interviewed. When ah interview was conducted,
,

,

with the first.brother to be contacted in any set, the'respondent 14,1 Asked

to report the schooling, Occupation, and earnings of his other brothers

who were also' in the sample. I concludedthat the reports of brothers'

occupations and earnings-are too unreliable to be subistituted for self-

reports fOlneck; 1976a, Chapter 4], so only men who completed an interview
. ,

and who &mild be paired wityatjease'one brother who also completed an

intetview Are included in the Present analyses. Satisfyingthat critetion

were 9161respondents, however, item nohresponse on background-variables,

initial,occupation and earnings by one or both brothers in a paif.led to

further attrition. The analyses xeported here are for 692 individual're-

spondentS, or 346 Weight/depairs.
6

Lifferences"between means, standard

deviations, and cOrrelations For the 1243 men interviewed.and the 692 men
a.

cOmprising the present sample are negligible- [Olneck, forthcoming, Tabled 2
%

and P1].. The average test score for men in this sample is only 3.66 points

higher than for men who were not interviewed (i;e:,-100.89. . 97:i3); How-

-

_'ever, 'compatisons::Oith'national and regionaldata do siiggest,upwal-d biases

on.some crucial variables.

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations for the:yariables

employed in the present'dnalyses.-,They are Compared to means and-standard

.6
One quarter of the respondents are froefamilies in which more ehan tWo

,brothers.wer'e intirviewed. Coequenitly, -there.are actually more. than

346 unique pairs. .I weighted the ample so,that no family'would count for,

more tRan one pair.
-

,

12
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Table i

Means and Standard Deviations of

Variables in the Kalamazoo Brothers

Sample (N=692) and the 1973 Oecupatio

Changes in a Generation Replication

Sample, Men 35 to 59 '(Y=9398) .

Variakles

Means Sta'ndard Deviations

Kalamazoo OCG II Kalamazoo OCG IT

1.- Age 46,13 46.43 6.p2 6.94
ft

2. Test score,, 100.89 NA 15.32 NA

3.. Father's educationa 9.51 7,90 3.33 3.97

4. Father's occupationa
.

38.33 28.29 22.52 21.83

5. Siblingsa 3.72 3.83 2.53 2.73

6. Eduction .13.20 11
"
84 2.73 3.29

Initial occupation , 39..51 33.66 23.80 25.18

8° Current occupation- 49.91 43.18 23.17 25.65

.

9. 1973 garnings 16745.66 12821.50 7633.78 9729,89 b

'0Kalamazoo) or

tncome (OCG II)

b
(12775.33Y (7757.91)

10. Natural logarithm 9.62 9.19 -0 .45 1.07 b'

of 1973 earnings (9.25) (0.71)

(Kalamazoo) : .

Income (OCG

1 8\
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Table 1 Continued (2)

Variable Definitions in the Kalamazoo Sample

1. Age 1973 minus school recoru cf ye birth.

2. Test score Score on Terman group L . admiriistered in'the sixth grade

or score on Otis group,test adjusted for sca1ing differences .and trends

in parental education, father's occupational status, and family size. See

Olteck [forthcoming, for adjustment procedure. Three-quarters,of the

respondents took the Terman eest.

3. Father's education = Normative years completed (e.g., Icigh school

graduate is coded 12 even when it took 13 years to finish).'

4. Father's occupation = Duncad Socioeconomtc Index. See Duncan [1961],

5. Siblings, = Number of siblings who grew up in respondent's family.

6. .Education = Normative years Completed.

7. Initial occupation = Duncan score foe first full-time civilian jOb

after completion, of. reported level of schooling.

8: ,CurrenCocCupation 7 Duncan score,for current job.

9. 1973 Earnings = Expected annual earnings for 1973. 1ntrviewers

recorded only the interval in which respondents earnings fell. Reluc-
,.

tant respondents were encouraged to name an interval.

Interval

Percentage Among

Coding 1243 Interviewees

Under 1000 500 0.27

1000-1999 1500 0.0.

2000-2999 2500 0.1

3000-3999 3500 0.1

40004999 4500 ' 0.6

5000-5999 5500: L 0.4
,

5000-6999 6500. 1.4

.7000-7999 7500 1.7

8000-9999 9000 8.8

10000-11999 11000 15.8

12000-13999 ; 613000 17.8"

14000-16999 15500 190

17000-19999 18500 '10.2

20000-24999 22500 11.3

25000 and over 34000 ,l2.1

14



NOTES:

a. Errors in these

Chapter 4; Bielh,

outcomes c'orr

with self-rei, ed

education or

respondent, I subst

where available. I

11

Table I Continued (3)

background measures appear random [Olneck, 1976,

user, and Featherman, 1976]. Self-repdrted

11 with background reported by brothers as

ground. Therefore,-when reports of father's

,a, or number of siblings were missing for A

iruted the report(s) provided by his brother

deleted pairs in which both brothers failed to

report a background measure.

b. OCG II income recoded to Kalamazoo coding scheme.

ttre.

1.1

15
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deviations for respondents also aged 35 to 59 from the 1973 replication

of the nationally representative Occupational Changes in a GeneratiOn

S rvey.
7

The Kalamazoo respondents are clearly advantaged on parental back-

group/ ainment compared to men -f the sarr .l. age in the nation

as a whole. This is due,,in part; to characteristics of KalaMazoo. The

city has traditionally been an area of skilled e.liployment.,. It4has also

had a public college (now university) for some years. The differences

between the Kalamazoo and OCC II samples may also ,be due to my sampling and

follow-up procedures. ' Theseodid not include men who grew up in neighbor-

ing farm communWes, and they were not likely to result in tracing men -

,
whose families left Kalamazoo in the years fo11,4ing the resnondents en-

rollme-- in sixth gr,,,!.

1973 1974
8

!niess relatives werE ii in Kalamazoo between

OCC II sample which I looked at inc proportionately mpre

men aged 55 to-59 than does my sample. This wi tend to exaggerate thc

differences between the Kalamazoo and national data-. -Ninety percent of_the
.b

,

7
See reatherman an,1 Hauser, "Design for a Repltcate Study." T am grateful

to Robert Hauser for makiTig this information .available to' ME.

C.

spec- lation assumcs that respondents' hers who left Kalamazoo'

roportionately lo-er status. For supp-rt, at least for the early

par , he century, see, Stephen Thernstrom, The Other-Bostonians

(Car-e: Harvard University Press, 1973). For a,contrary view which

emph L,-.es the greater success of out-migrants and in-migrants among the

1972 respondents, see Flau and Duncan, The American Occu ational

Structre, and -Otis D. Duncan, David L. reathe*an, and Beverly Duncan,

Socioeconomic Background. nnd Achievement (New "York: Seminar Press, 19.72

16
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men I interviewed were between 35 and 54 years of age.
9

Among U.S. married

men aged 35 to 54 and living with theic wives, average 1973 earnings were

15,00Q.dollars [U.S. Bureau of the Census; 1975, Table 341. This is only

1250 dollars less than the average-earnings in the KalamazOoc-sample.

Ninety-three percent of my respondents were married and living with their,

t,

Table 2 compares correlations in the Kalamazoo sample to those in the

OCG II sample. Correlations between measures of attainment are generally

similar in the two samples Differences between correlations involving Ln

earni.ngs o n ir.,me are to differences in ckoding.
10

The larger

correlati-: age and father's occUpation in the Kalamazoo sample

may indicar., r.
t ounger respondents in that sample come fror atypically

higher-sta=-

pations hele

a whole.

The

Kalamazoo

,;.Les. It may, however,-irdicate that'shifts in the occu-

-'-iers were more, rapid in Kalamazoo than,in the nation as .

.urbing difference between the correlations from the

TI samples is that occupation and recoded income are

significar re highly correlated wiC-. 'ather's,occupation and father's

education )CG II ample It is teming to attribute this to the

9
EiEhty-t-;o ant Of the OCC II men 35 to 59, were between 35,and 54.

10
r,..,or discuoui ,f this and (ther.issues relating to differences in

result,; acr,sF see Kent McClelland, "Why Different Surveys Yield

Diferent Itc-.J.5: The Case of Education and Earnings," in Who (lets Ahead?,

ed. .Chtisto lencks, draft, Chapter 6. (New Yorkt Basic Books,

forthcoming

1 7



Table 2

Correlations._Among Variables in the Kal'amazoo

Brothers Shb01e (N=692) and the 1973 Occupational

Changes in a Generation Replication Sample, Men

35 to 59 (N=9398) OCG sboWn below.

2 3 5 6 '

1. 1.000

1.000 ,

2. Test -.164 liOOO .

Score NA NA

a A

3. Father's -.182 .261 :1.000

Education . -.121 NA 1.000

4. Father's -.165 .260 .470 1.000

Occupation -.060* NA' .501 1.000

. Siblings .066 -.276 -.250 -.224 1.0&)

.087 NA -.308 -.295 1.000

. Education - 184,
576. .400 .383 -.328 1.000

-.136 NA .454 , .423 .-.357 1.000
, ).

7. Initial 7.140 .445 .350 .391 -.256 .716

OCcupation -.112 NA .356' .426 -.302 .659*

8. Current -.105 .453 ,.215 ..218 -.220 .591

Occupation -.067 NA , , .340* .392* -.282 .624

-9. Earnings -..071 ,359 .171 .212 -.155 -.431

(Kalamazoo) or
. . ,

Incomea -.021 NA- .228 , .261 -.191 ..388

OCG II) -.( -038) (NA) (.260)* (.298)* .216) .(.452)

10. Ln Earnings -.083 .360 .14Q .197 ..154 %407

(Kalamazoo) Or

Ln Incomea -.048 NA .167 .172 l34 .292*

0 (OCG II) (-.658) (NA) (.233) (.243) _(-.1.88) .416)

t

18
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.1f

Table 2 CoptinW (2) ,

10

. Initial

OCcupation

1.000

1.000

Current .563 1.000

Occupa*on .630* 1.000

9. Earnings or :411 "...482. 1.000

Income .378, .453 1.000

(.429) (.521): (1.000)

10. Ln-Earnings .386 ':-409 .438 , 1.000

or Ln Income .256* .336* ; .612* 1.000

(.356) (.466), (.859)* (1.000:-

-

NOTES;
al Correlations in parentheses pertain to OCG II

i come coded to Kalamazoo coding scheme.

OCC signifIcanfty different from Kalamazoo at the'

.05 level.

1 9
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loCal nature of the Kalamazoo sample.
11

However, the correlations

between education and initial occupation A the bne hand, and father's

education and father s occ:pation on the other, are not significantly

lower in the Kalamazdo sample,than in the OCC IT sample. This suggesf

that the Kalamazoo sample is comprised of respondents wfiose later (hut

"\.

not earlier) attainments are unusually indeOndent/pf their parental back-

grounds. Th'is, in turn, suggests-that rather than the proces S. of attain-
_

_ment being atypiCally "meritocratic" in Kalamazoo, it is likely there is'

a success bias in my sample composition.
1,2

afthis is true,. the Kalamazoo

-data would underestiMate the impact-'of measureu background characteristics,

and.wouldalso underestimate biaseS in the.effects of ability and Schooling,
,

,
.

that are due:.to measurei background. They might correspondingly, exaggerate'
,-,

,

the relative importance of unmeasurei background cbaracteristics. (Unless,

)., _
.

.

of course, the sibling correlations in the KalamazOo-deta are lower than

thode that would be found :71 national samples.. There is little evidence_
..

that e-le sibling correlati;ns in,the Kalamazoo data are atypically low.)

Table 3 presents the correlatiOns between brothers' characteristics

for the Kalamazoo sample. Like its predecessor,.the 1962. Occ, T. survey, the

'1973 OCC II survey asked.respondents to.report on a brother's eduéational
-

attainment; Correlations between a respondent s characteristics and-his

brother'seducation.in the Kalamazoo sample are clui:te similar-to analogous

11
Intergen-arational correlations are lower in the.1966 Detroit Area Survey

than in the 1962 ITC I. sur:iey See Duncan Feathermdn, -and- Duncan-(1972

p. 46).

12
There i a'disproportnate number of managers, administrators,,, and pro-

prietors ic th samp7., to thc ;. number in the rntal 1970 Kalainazoo'

male workforce ap;ed ;,nci ,ver, and compared to the number in the 197'n

ng, :Tichi7an ma L,. vJorce aged 35 to 54, See Olmeck, "The Deter-

..lants of Educational 1:_ttainment."

2 0
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Table

Correlations Betweben Brothers

Characteristics (1r=346 weighted pairs)

AGE. IQ' ED' FIRSTOC OC' EARN'. LNEARN'

AGE ..587

IQ .158 ' .469

ED .157 .400 "..549

FIRSTOC .-.142 .326 ..427 .394

-.300 .378 .321

EARN ..032 '385 .231 .225 , .237

LNEARN .050 .169 .269 .211 .218 .219 ,;220

NOTES:-

AGE Age

IQ = Test ncore

ED = Education

FIRSTOC Initial occupation

OC =*Curren't occupation

EARN Earnings

-.LNEARN 4= Natural logarithm of earnings.

a. 'Primes denote the second member-of a given pair. Correlations

Were somputed from attape on Which every pair aPpears twice,-with

order reFersed. This makes the product mamentcorreIations,equal

to intraelass-correlations.

2 1lN
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correlations lu of OCG II re ents aged 3 5 to 59 who re-

ported their brothers' educations.13, Sf5/ing correlations on cognitive n,

ability vary depending On the nature, reliability, and timing of the test.

MY correlations involving brother's test score include no aberrant values.
14

0

those involving brother's ipitial occupation,tend to be somewhat highe7

than analogous Correlationa reported by Behrthan, Taubman, And Wales [1976]

for fraternal bains, but the differences are not gerietally large, and in the

case of the initial occUPAtIon-In earnings cross-sib correlation there is

Virtually no difference vy correlations involving brother's occupation

are similar to those reported elsewhere, 'with the exception of Belli-man,

Taubman, and Wales r1976], whose value for the-correlation betWeen -the
,

'Duncan scores of DZ.twina in die NAS-NCR sample is.unUsuallyJoF.
15

Mycorrelationa invol.viig brother's earnings are difficult to ASsess.,

; . .

There are few-bther studies that have data on brothers' earnings. sty

correlations tend tO lie in the middle of values reported elsewhere.

-Because'of smalt sample sizes age re-strictions, and unustial

,

13 In:a check in the KalamaZoo data, I found that'respohdents''reports of

their brothers' edudations had almost:the S'ame.correlations with respond-

ents' characterislics es did brothers' own reports o'feducation. The

-degree,J2'f.similarity between correlations involving bf.other's education

in the'kelama?oo and nce, II samples wc1.11 probabl-ST not be changed if nm

,II. had intervieWed brothers.,

.14'---
.

.See Gertrude H. Hildreth, The Resemblance of Siblings in °Intelligence

and AchieVement .(New York: Teachers College,' 1925), and Mary Cdrcotan,

Christopher Jencks, and Michael Olneck, "The Effects of Family Background

on Earnings," Amel!can Economic'Review 66., May, 1976 430-435.'

15
- '

See Christopher Jencks, et al., Inecniality:_A Reassessment of the. Effect

of Family and Schooling.:in America (New 11:ork:,Basic Book, 1972);_A1bert A

Hermann., "The,'HomoUneity. of Siblings an Educatton-And Occupation'," doctoral

dissertation,-. Princeton-university, 1969;
David Eaglesfield, "The Effects of

Family Background," in Who Gets Ahead? ed., Christopher.Jencks, draft,

Chapter 9 (iNiew York; Basic Books,Jorthcoming). .

II
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,sample definitions, these other studies are suspecf as regards their

generalilability. But that is ti.ue
.

.

1
also of the Kalamazoo data,6

,This means that my 're:SUitS with respect to the importance of-family back-04,

i .
. ' 17

gidun.4_ on earning's. ,should be viewed with'ev'en more.caution than my other
-,,, -

,,:=-' ' '. .

4.N. /741PZ ' ,
results. i

,

,

Section 3. The Impact of FamilY,BackgroUnd

This section considers the overall iMpact.of family background .on sons'

characteristic's, and the directions through which the influences orfamily
,

background are passed. It does not consider the absolute effects.of any,

.
given measured background characteristic.

17

Sibling,Resemblance

'If family background were adequately measured by socioeconomic

variables, if, on the average, background-,characteristics affeCted each

'brother in. a family.tothe same degree, and if the individual-characteris-

k

'tics of one brother did.not directly affect the characteristie:s of another

.brother, the correlation-between,brothers -on any outcome could be correctly'

predicted from a path model relating the outcoMe tobackground measures:

Figure 1 presents such a model; based on the regression of'test score on

father's e'ducation' , father's occupation, and siblings for the 692 individuals

16
- See Behrman, Taubman, and Wales, "Controlltng Effects of Genetics and

Family Environment," and Corcorah, Jenck0',' and 'Olneck,4TheEffectS'nf

Famfly Background On Earnings.ThRestricting the Kalamazoo samPle-to-pairs of

Hbrothers who differ in age by tHree'or less years,exaligerates rather than

narrows discrepancies,between-correlatiohs in the PZ'POr\tion of the-NAS-NCR

- twin sample and the Kalamazoo brothers sample. Eiicept for Correlations in-7

volving lnearnings; the NAS-NCR DZ-twin correlations tend.to be appreci-

ably lower than analogous correlations in the Kalamazoo sample,

17 .

'For regressions of sons'0OutcOmes on:background-measures se Olneck,

"The Effect's of Education dr1 OcctiPational Status and.Earnings."

,

. 2 3 ,
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-

comprising-my sample.
14. The diagram simply applieS the results of the

.regression to theitest soores.of two brothers rather than to the sco're.of

only one individual.

The fundamental path theorem exPresseg the correlation between two

,

endogenous yarlables, rii =.E. r, , where x1 is the .correlation being
,

' Pik jk°
...,

y

N .

,

analyzed, pik is a path (standardized'regression coefficient) from variable K

to the second of the two iiariables.(i), and rkj is the correlation between

flle first of fhe variables (j), and variable k [Duncan, 1965]. Applying

the path theorqm toFigure 1, we can predict thp correlation between

brothers'.test sCoreS from equation (1)1

r*

IQ', I ,",eIQ'reIQ",I0s. PIQ',IQPI

AjwocrPopnc,I

0.

.p .-Ttr,POPEprpOPED,IQ (1)'-

,',SIBSTSIBS,I0.

SincereIQ'I-n and.p.101Q are both assumad.to. equal 0, rewriting

equation (1) with appropriate values,.gives equation (2):

sr*IQIQ = .140(.261) .1-48-6-260)--+J-.208)(-.276) = 13 (2)

If the correlation'betWeen brothers test scOres arises
h

because of the effects of father's occupation, father's education, and

siblings, We would expect the
sibling correlation7on/test scores to he 0.132.

This is exactly theproportion Of variance in indiiiidual sccres explained

by thejegre'ssion of test Score on the three background measures, This can

18
Adding measure's of maternal education; family composition, .paternal

nativity, father white-cclllar, and
signIficant nonlinear and interaction

terma raises.the proportion of variance explained by meaured background

.slightly, but never by more than 0.n17 for any outcome, .Consequentiy, I

have used only .three.basic backgrolind variables in-the.preseht analyses.

2 4
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Figure I,

Path Model Relating the Test SCIres oflwo Broth'ers'to,Measurea'.of Socioeconbvic Background
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he seen bY comparing the equation predicting the sibling correlation to

the equation eor R for a dependent variable, controlling one or more'

independent variables.

'2
The equation for R is R 21..Rj E p

ij
r
ij

, where R
2

is the propor
,

tion of variance in (i) explaine! by the regression of,(i) on variable (k)

and (i); P is the path from te correlation between'
ik

(K) to (i); and rik is I,

.(i) and (k).. Since the correlatiOn between measured background variables

'and individual outcomes is assumed to be the same for all brothers.(e.g.,

4 r
IQ 'POPE!)

r
IQ POPED)

equation 2 Is nothing more than the equation

for R
2
in a tegression of test score on father's education, 'father's

otcupation, and siblings.
el

Column 1 of Table 4 gives the predicted sibling-correlations

test.seores, educational attainment, initial occupation, current occupa
,:s, '

A

earntnga, and LI earnings. Co1umn-2 gives the observed correlations.

The results' in Table'4 shm.that analyses which equat&lamily background

,wIth measur'dd socioetonomit.variables will fall far short of accountirig

for resemblance among brothers on test scores, education, and economic.'

attainment. Moreover, even if the actual value for the sibling correla-
-_,

tion on test scores is assumed prior 'to predicting Other sibling cotrela.

tiona, and test scores are incorporated info models.predicting subsequent

outcomes, the predictions will fall short. ,There are smbstantial advantages

and disadvantages associ miIy to.family.variations within equal

2 7

.
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Varlable

/table 4

Comparison of Sibling Re'semblance Predicted by the Effects

of Socioeconomic Background te'Observed Sibling Resemblance

(Nz346 weighted pairs)

ti4

'Predicted Observed Residual S,tandard

Sibling Deviatiol Controlling

Cortelationa Correlation Socioeconomic Background

b

oif

Residual Standard

Deviation Controlling'

Brothers Shared.Backgroundc

1. Test Scote .132 .469

2. Education .253 ,549

3, initial

Occupation .209 .394

Current

1OcCuP4tion -309

5, Earnings, ,061 .237

Earnings .055 .220

NOTES:

14.27

2.36 1.83

21,17
18,53

22.13
19,26

739729
6668.10

o.44
0,40

.d

a; R2 froR regressions in which father's education; father's occu-

.

pation, and siblings are the independent variables.

Father's education, father's occupation, siblings.

c. Calculated as [1-r

sib

]

1/2
St wh

e

re r

sib

is' the sibling correlation

and S is the standard deviation
variable reported in Tahlq 1, This'is not

the observed within-pair
standard deviation 1(1-r

sib

)121

1/2
. -The observed

within-pair standard deviation is less than the total standard deviation

even when the sibling coTlation is zero.

29
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le 71easured r Tic bae.ground u.hzr -ate not mediated ,-

te litY.
19

the.brothers Kalaazipo sajrn ar-a unusually §imilar,_

ikely that T aubstantia11y4-OVer mared t11,- relative impor

tan . unmeasured aspectsc'of family;backgro for an- ::-Iatcome with the

excqr-J Jti of current occutional status., 'Ex for current occupation,

P
2

analogous regres1-:_ons for the OM II HJmple aged 35 to 59 are qUit-

simiL17 tO those for my.sample.
20

For current occupation, R
2

is "appreciaL,-

.higher in 'the off; II data than in the Kalamazoo data. ,This suggests that

unmeaSuredlackgroUnd factors may not be as important for-that outcome as

my data suggest,, unless, of.course, the sibling correlation on occupation

in the nation as a Whole is much larger than it iS in my data. ,

Nor is it likely that I have overestimated the importance of un

measured ba kground factors relative to measured factors because of measure
\

\

ment error. When I attempt to correct my correlabions for.measurement

error, N. ruse , but so.do sibling correlations.. Predicted sibling cor

relations ba d on corrected data underestimate the corrected sibling

\

correlations by almost the same proportions as in'the observed data.

19
The predi ted sibling correlationafor education, initial oCcupation,

current occu ation\, earnings, and ln earnfmgs, taking into account sibling

resemblance on tePt scores are 0.353, 0.264, 0.165, 0.090,'-and 0082.

These predictions are actually too high for all b.iit the earnings variables,

Since they ar based on the effectaof test scores controlling pnly,measured

background. ifhe predictiOns for the earnings variables are somewhat low,

since the eff cts o. test scores on earnings and ln earnings are greater

controlling p 1.background common to brothers than they are controlling

only measured backgound variables. See below, Section 4;

Adding var ables easuring family compotion, rade, and-farm back.

Rrnlinr1 aises by geat- in the OCC II data T analyzed.

3 0
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only out_ome

initia1 ocr

'Difference.-

, If the.

calculate t

25

lh there is appreciable -L. rovement in prefli.-Aon is

of the outcome mea ..7.1res were normal, wE, could

differences between tut randomly picked incividuals

and compare Ihe'average differences between two randomly chosen

brothers.
22 the distributions of Outcome variables depart to

some extent =mality, We must calculate average differences

between brot iirectly, and, assuming similar distributions within

and between ,
lfer the average differences between randomly picked

individuals _he observed differences'between brothers and ehe

sibling correlat ons.

The ave- iJ of brotheis in the.Kalamazoo sample differs by

almost-12 :est scores, 1.78 years on educational attainment,

19 points or occupatfonal status., 21Jpoints on current occupa-

tional statu- dollars on earnings, and 0.406 on ln earnings,

Assuming that the ratio of differences between randomly.chosen indi-

viduals ad- pairs of brOthers is
[1-rsib]

1/2
suggests t.-hat,the

average difference between randomly paired'individuals in my sample is

16 points m test scores, 2.66 on years of schooling, 24 points on

21
,See Olne , "-Determinants of Educational Attainment," Chapter 4, for

'these compel anefor the derivation of my corrections for measurement

error.

22
"Jencks ei al., Inequalitv, PP. 201, 239240'report such comparisons

for occ'llpational status and income. They erroneously refer to the formula

for ave7--,e siblinE d"ferences as 1.13 tires the within-pair standard de-

viatH-s- Th TtU1 h Cley AC Jail- ve, i.e. 1.13 -:-.1:-911)11 2$.

involve ;s._adard iieviaLioa,correcL,A for H(4!,rees

freedom. Se, Cciumn 4 in Table 4. .

3 1
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initial occupational atatus, 25 points on currer- c:c Tatior-a status,

7690 dollars on earnings, and 0.460-on In earninF

Thus, despite the results in,Table 4 showing fAmily background

has sul;stantially larger effects than ordinary so gical analyses

might imply, the effects are nonetheless modest wheL -iewed against the

overall degree'of inequality in outcomes. This true of

earnings. !the; average difference between brothers (77- earnings is 87

percent as /arge as the difference between random rviduals. Eliminat-

ing earnings differences among men raised in the same home would do far

more to reduce variance in income than would eliminating differences '-'

.. . 1

,.,

between men raised in different' families. If brothers earned the same

amount as one another, while family to family differences in earnings

\

remained unaltered, the.standard deviation of the resulting distribution

cpt earnings in the Kalamazoo Brothers sample would be 3716/763! 48.7

percent of ne present standard deviation. But if differences explained

by fami.] badkgroun4 were eliminated, wh-ile differences among brothers

were unaltered, the resulting standard deviation of earnings would be

6668/764 87.3 percent as large as the present stand. de-iation.
23

A Note on Spacing .

r-

If families treat brothers who are closer in .age m -e Jike than they

treat brothers who a're Farther apart in'age,por if bror_.7-n- Alo are closer

23
The standard:deviation of

TrediCted 'family means for .--inlfcrigs
ts

7634(.237)1/2 ,---- 3716. The standard deviation of earnini- -111rfnatIng thi2

effect's of family backgroundis 6668. i

For similar comparisons For ln
earnins in-severaldata sets, see .

Corcoran, JencV4, and nineck, "The EFfects,6r Backgroned on Yarnings."

3 2
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it age encounter nore corncn influt :_f2s.outside the home tan do widely-

rreced brothers, we woulo xpt rcthers who are farthe: ,u2art'in age tc

reeemb.,:e each other less than cl.:Isely-spaced brothers. rn 7:he other

hzzd, if sibling resemblance is cfJe t= genetic influences c-7 if the

emtent to Which brothers heve stmllar enVironments does not depend on

how close in age they are, we would expect the'degree of resemblance

between brothers to be unaffected by age difPerences. My evidence is

not fully consistent with either alternative, though generally

supports the secOnd.

Absolute differences on all .3utcomes-except currmit oc=upationai

status are unrelated to age diffemences. The correlation between

absolute age difference and absolute status difference is 0.145 (t..2.70),.

:Occupational differences between brothers do not systematirally.favor older

or younger Members of a pair. The effect of signed age differences on

occupational differencen among brothers is insignificant. Therefore,-while

brothers who ate farther apart in age are likely-tr:' differ more from ore

another an occupittin.nal. status thar:brothers who are closer in age, the

direction of the difference cannot be predicted.

If the overall variances of variables were different among

individuals who ca=e frrm widely-smsced pairs than they are among

indivt_duals from c1ose17-5paced pairs, sibling correlations could-

differ- even though absolute differences did not v.sry by age-spacinp

Tc investigate this possibility, T divided my sample itto pairkof

brothers three or less years apart in age, and pairs more thar three'

3 3
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in age. TabLe haws the sibling correlations an-d the

wi=hir--INsir standard
devtat',.ms for the-two groups.

mly dramatic di: rence between the results for the two groups

current occupatiz77, The correlation betweep brothers' occupa-

tiocs s 0.469 among pairF :three or less years apart in ne, but only
,

0.181 among men tore thar 'aree years apart in age. Since brothers from

ciosel--spaceC pairs are ti significantly more likely to have sitilar.

-educetio=1 attainments an: initial occupations than brothers frOm

widely-spaced pairs, this -:.-esult:is puzzling.
It suggeats that Common

family Eackgrpund has a direct impact on
occuPational status for c1ose17-

spaced brothers, but that widely-spaced
brothers resemble each other an

occupamional statms on1y zo the extent that they have similar amounts of

anE sold similar lobs, when they finish school.
24

If this ex-

lanation were correct, however, I would expect a similar result with

re4pect.to earnings
:o,such.pattern is apparent in these analyses, go

in the absanc..e of - evidence, itseemsreasamable to attribute the

f±=Liing concerni=g -3cc7L-:ation to
sampling.error,25 and-to conclude that

...77.. a mode_ prei=fng 7==upation that takes into s.ccount the effects

ducatica and fr.7.tial =ccupation, the
correlatio7 between th'e error

for brothers is .i for pairsthree or less -Fears-'apart in age,

Inl!:, 0.071 f..:7 pairs =ore than three years apart in age.

is no.-: lue ti pt-sence of outliers. I looked at crosstabulations

7.z brothers' Duncan score= categorized into. 5 point intervals for the two

groups. .The number of;pars with very-large differences in Duncanacores.

similar fyr widely-spaed and closely-spaced brothers.. In.general', the

ar;read of brpthers' Dunca:-.: scores tends to be greater for'all levels of

respondents' score for,wirlely-spaced brothers
thpr for clopp17-snpc,

thore is -;omf,.
,Lat ;imilal ,J-1,fAuotc;..1 might hold :or

earnings when hrothel are very far apart ir age. The correlation 1-)etwen

earnings for !-)rothers five or less.years apart f_T-1 age is n.281, but tt is

only (7,J:';R for b-others-more
than .five years- apL .However, th& (Prference

75,2.tweem :these ccti,'.lions is not significant, and the correlation T-,tween

yaplu.7-...e age diff.:,7E-Jce and absolute earnings
difference is only 0.054..
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Table '5

Lliing Correlations and Within-pair Standard Deviations

fc.7 Brothers Three or Less
Years Apart in Age and for

fr Brothers MC-. than Three Years Apart in Age ;

-------2---7'2411L-1912-1-a121-1--------

7ariable 3 o.: Less N=13'5) More than 3 (N.97) 3 or Less P155) More than 3 (Ng 97)

lairs al:9
pirs

,

Within-Pair Standard Deviation

Test Score .516 .434
1,47

Education, .5i,
,531 1,32

Initial

1)ccupation ,4',%.- .379 13,06

Current

Occupation .46ri
,181* 12,02

Earnings ,26 .
,183 5 05

Ln Earnings .19t)
,2C2 .331

NEE:

*

Significant:
..iff.E.rent -at the ,n level,

8,24

1,27

12,97

14.75
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the.extent to which brothers enjoy common background influences is similar

regardless of age differences. The data cannot be used to determine whether

'this is because family-related environmental influences are stable, or

because sibling resemblance on outcomes is due to geneEic resemblance

betweel. brothers.

0

Modelb of the Effects of Family' Background

n order ti5 investigate the extent to which family background exer-

ciseg direct effects on butcomes, the extent to which families that confer

advantage on one outcome do
c

so on others, and the extent to WhicH the

effects of schooling and ability.transmit backgrbund rather than introduce

variation in'outcomes which is independent of*background, I constructe8

two models that account for the nhserved indiVidual and cross-sibring cor-

relations among_test.scores, edui2ation, and earning's.
26

Thev.are shoWn in

,Figures 2 and 3.

A
In Ffgu-re 2, the effects of family background are represented as de-.

rived from a sef of correlated, but unmeasured:variables that.affect one

. and only one outcome. :the values of-the paths from tbesetvariables reprt-

sent the effects of family background.necessary to account Tor obServed

correlation. hypothetical variables themselves.(except,EFin),

may be thought of as ref)resepting the,advantages (Yr disadvantagts family

1

membership confers net of the effects of measured variables. The variable

EF for example, measures the tendency of two brothers tb,have similar

deviations from the earnings expected forNeach.of them on the basis pf eAu-

cational attainment_and test cores. BF-IfireptesentS .the total effects
Y\. r\

26
For similar models- which include initial and current occupational status

see Olneck, "Determinants of Educational Attainment."
....---_---------

-.' :
-------
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Figure 2

,Model of Individual Attainient Omitting Occupational StatUs

r,

eIQ

EF-IQ
IQ

.380 II

.617

6POC

1,4

513

EF-ED

. 341

EF-EARN

EARN
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Figure 3

Model Repr qemting the Overall Impact of Family Background on Test Scores,

ucation , and Earnings (Prime denotes brother.):

4.

s5

6 5

7 ? 9

IQ' .729 eIQ,

Er7 EARN

Fi.0+EARN <

.01

ED
6 7.2

EARN < . Zit

a
J

4 0

e
EARN '
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Of shared background on brothers' test Acores. Th'e, correlations among

the hyPothetical variables measure the extent to which families confer

similar net advantageS or disadvantages across outcomes. Fathers odcu-

. pation is included in the MOdel, but constrained to have no effect. It is

incl41ed to suggest the relationships between variables measulg the

overall impact,oT faRily background and more traditional measdres Of

socioec:onomic status.
27

Figure 2 shows that the effects of family background on years

of eduCation are not explained by sibling reseMblance on tests scores (see

footnote 19). sixty-one,percent of the correlation between brothers on

educati6n arises as the xesult of background effects that are not mediated

by or shared with the effects.of test scotes [(579)
2
/549 = .611] .Fifty-

two Percent of. the corrIlation between brothers earnings is independent

/9

of the'effects of background en test storesand education [(.35 )-/.237 =

.521]. The data do not enable us.t.to determine vhat it is that. brothers
0

share that accounts for the continuing effects of background/en education

and earnings. Corcoran, Jencks, and Olne,ck [1976] the weak,

correlation between a hypothetical. variable determining earnings, and

27Figure 2 is a var4ant of Figure B-7 in Jencks et. A1:4 Inequality. I

considered_an alternative model in whith orthogonal'fathify background .

factors, one affecting all outcomes', one affecting all but the first out-

come, one affecting all but the first two', and so one-, are posited. In

my data, the liath to earnings from a factor common to test scores, educa-

tion, and eaMings s imaginary, so 1. abandoned the:model. Nor dld T

estiMate 1,4Als in Which measured background exepciaes direct effects,

and unineast:red background factors are defined as orthogonal to measured

backgrgund. t estimated the model.; shown below by' hand calculation from

,obsertied-correlations. lonsequently, I cannot report standard errors for

the correlations iimong hypoThetical variables. Fpr alternative models of '

,family background applied to the Kalamazoo, NORCibrothers, and Talent

sibling data see Eaglesfield forthcoming.

\ 4 1
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.

,father's occupation, evident in several data sets; arguesagainst such a

, variable represenftn6 economically productive skills. (Notert
EF-FARN,

= .166 in Figure 2.) They:xsuggest that it instead may proxy shared
Popoc

preferences for pedUniary versui nonpecuniary rewards. It is possible,

howeVer, that_01,e variable represents a.combination of personality char-
,

,

acteristics, unmeasured skills, values, and shared information, which bear

varying relationshiprs to father's occupation. Attempts to reject or

establish unitary definitions of.such a variable are, therefore,'potentially

misleading.
28'

The correlation among the hypothetical variables indicate that

families who have'sons with higher test scores also tend to have sons

whose educational attainments exceed the'attainments expected on the basis

'of test scores alone, int that net earnings advantages associated with

family membership are not strongly' related to net.educational advantages

or to oslierall test score advantages.. Indeed, families whose sons have

6est scores above.the mean, tend, albeit weakly, to have sons whose earn-

ings are below the earnings expected on the basis of test scores and edu-

cation alone. (Note in Figure 2 that while r = n.617,
EF-FD,EF-TQ

. ,

= only 0.341.,.and r = 0.145.)r
FF-EARN,EF-ED EF-EARN, FF-IQ

Figute 3 presents a model in which the. Overall, rather than the net

effects of family background' on individual outcomes are repiesented. ,The

28
Olneck,,"Determinants of FduCational Attainment,- Chapter 5 reports,

however, that 'inclusion of high school teachers',.ratings of several per-

sonality characteristics such as Andustriousness, dependability, and ex-

ecutive ability, does not improve the prediction of sibling correlations

on economic outcomes.

4 2
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effect of each hypothetical variable is simply the square root of the'

sibling correlation for the outcome associated With,the variable. The

cOrrelations among the hypothetical variables are calculated by using

cross-Sib correlations (e.g., rED4N,), and measure the tendency of

brothers who share advantages on'one outcome to Share advantages on others.

he error terms in the model are the square root of theyariance not ex-

plained by family background: The correlations between an individual's

p

characteristiCs (e.g., rED,IQ ) are accounted for by the effects of family'

background A nd a correlation between error terms. FOr example, the

correlation between earnings and education is expresSed, in equationa 3.and

4 :

=
r
E

n

ARN,ED rEARN,EF-EARN
r
EF-EARN,F1)

+ p
EARN',e-RARN

r
e-EARN,ED (3)

.431 = .487(.790)(.741) + .874(.249)(.672). (4)

The model shown in Figure 3 allows us to deterMine the extent to which'

brothers who are advantaged on 'one outcome tend to have similar shared

advantages on other outcomes, and to determine the extent to which

individual level effects are independent of family background.

The inter-Correlations among the hypothetical variables in Figure 3

suggest that brothers who come from families that are unusually effective

in conferring educational advantages, also tend strongly to come from'

familie6 that are Unusually effective in their influence on both test

scores and earnings, but,families that are Unusually effective in their

influence on test scores are not as likely to be similarly effective

in their influence on earnings.

Sociologists have sometimes atteMpted to use the results from models

like that shown in FigUre 2, or models, that incorporate only measured

4 3
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background variables, to estimate how much of the variance in outcomes

such as occupational status or earnings is due solelyoto the independent

effects of cogni.tive skills or education [see especially Duncan, 1968]. These

estimates are calculated by squaring standardized regression'coefficients.

Such attempts are potentially misleading because they may donfuse different

meaningt of independence.

The effects of the endogenous variables in Figure 2 are independent

of family background in that their values Were calculated by "holding back-

groud constant. They are free from the biaaing effects of family back-
,

ground factors common to outcomes.and their determinants, ,But the path

A..oefficients of endogenous variables in Figure 2 are equal to the un-

:standardized regression coefficients of within-pair regressions multiplied

by 'the ratios of the tos:al,standard deviations of independent and dependent

variables. They, therefore, do not reOresent effects that produce vari-

ance in outcomes that.is entirely orthogonal to family background.

Effects.whose magnitudes.are independent of family background may

nevertheless contribute to intergenerational status inheritance and

sibling resemblance:

have ised-the results shown.in Figure 3 to deterMine the extent

to which the correlations among test scores, education, and earnings

involve familial and nonfamilial components. Equations 5 and 6 represent
-

the correlation betweet1 test scores and education as the stIm of a family

99

29For a similar critique and an attempt to decom ose the occupation-

education relntionship in Norway into familial and nonfamilial com-

ponerts, see Dorian Apple weetser, "Education and Trivilege: An

Analyses of Sibling hccupational Mohility,".Acta Sociological 18, 1°75.

4 1
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related component and a component arising only from the association

between scores and attainment within families.*

rED,N PED,EF-EDrEF-ED,EF-IQPIQ,EF-IQ PED,e
ED

fe
ED IQ

P
IQ,eIQ

(5)

. 576 = (.741)(.788)(.685) +(.672)(.359)(.729) '(6)

. 576 = .400 + .176

The results,in equation 6 show that'.400/.576 = 69.4 percent çf the

correlation between test scores and education arises because of the asso-

.

ciation between them across families, and only .176/.576 = 30.6 percent

arises because of the within-family correlation between scores and attain-

ment. 8iMilarly, .1811.359 = 50.4 percent of the correlation bctween

test scores and earnings arises because of the within-family correlation

between them, and only .1461.431 = 33.9 of the educationearnings .correla-

tic:in is due to the within-family correlation.

These results strongly suggest that relationships generallythought

to represent meritocratic processes serve in larger measure to transmit

family background, broadlrdefined, than hey do to sever the ties

between background and adult status. This may not be disturbing to

those for whom meritocraticrideologv stresses the mechanisms rather than e

the results of status allocation, or for those who equate background

fllely with socioeconomic status, but it should give pause to those for'

whom so-called merit (or aChievement) and equal opportunity are closely

This model, like the model represented in Figure 2, assumes that cross-

correlations are due solely to the effects of common background,

and not at all to all to interbrother effects net of background. .Thus,

no cross-sib correlations becvieen error terms are permitted. IF cross-sib

correlations' between error terms are assumed, the model is underidentified.

45
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linked in principle. Moreover, cognizance of the nonequalizing effects

7--

of measured cognitive skills.and education should prompt reexamination of

our definitions and standards of merit; those standards might survive

reexamination as to their necessity and fairness..., I suspect, however'

that their appeal lies to some extent in their presumed impact on diminish-

ing the effects of family background,' and that presumption is called into

question by my results.

Section 4:: Controlling Family Background

In order to determine the extent to which unmeasured background factor's

impart bias to estimates.of the effects of cognitive skills and schooling,

I ran -...regressiOns on sibling differences as well as on individual level

data. 12:able 6 gives the results of these analyses.

Among individual , a 10-point test score difference is associated

with a 1.03 year difference in educational attainment. Controlling ,

meaSured background variables reduces`this effect to 0.81 years, and

controlling unmeasured shared background as well reduceait further to

0.59' years. This result suggests that 1 - .59/1.02 = 43 percent of the

relationship between test scores and education,arises because mercmith

higher test scores tend to came from families which somehow promote.

educational' attainment independently of their sons' abilities. However,

'this result could alao arise if the abilities that vary across families,' .

.and those that vary within families were different. A single ability

measure is insensitive to this possibility.' If abilities which vary

between.families strongly affect education and those which vary within,

families do not, reduced'coefficients for a single ability measure would-

result when family background was
controlled% eveh though this would

4 6
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. 'Table 6-

EffectS' of Test,Scores and. Education'(Standard

errors of regression coefficients in parentheses;

Bracket-ed coefficients leas than 1.96 times their .

standard erro..ra.)

Dependent

Variable

Test

Score Education
-2a
R

Residual

Standard

Deviation

Other Variables

Controlled

1. ,Education

2. Education

3. ..Z7r'Education

.103

(.006)

.081

(.006)

.059 .

(.008)

.333

.431

..608

2.23

2.06

1.71c.

None

Soc.iaeconomic background
d

Brothers' common background

4. , Initial .691 .197 21.33 -None

Occupation (.053)

5. Initial .510 .299 19.93 (
Socioecorkimic background

Occupation (.053)

. AInitial .350 .420 18.13c Brothers'.comMon backgrOun

Occupation (.087)

7; Initial. 6.242 .512 16.63 None

Occupation (.232) -

8. Initial 5.170 .525 16.40 Socioeconomic background

Occupation (.264)

9. AInit....11
5.576 .577 15.47c Brothera' common background

Occupation (.454)

10.1nitial [.076] 5.997 .513 16.61 None

Occupation (.050) (.283) .

11. Initial [.062] 5.520 .525 16.40
,

Socioeconomic background

Occupation (.050) (.303)

12. AInitial [.0221 .5.526 .576 1549c Brothers' common background

Occupation (.080) (.488)

'1 . Occupation .685 ,202 20.70. None

(.051)

14. Occupation., .601 .217 20.50 Socioeconomic background

(.055)

15. AOccupation .436. .351 18.66c Brothers' common background

(.090)

4 7
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Table 6 Continued .(2)

Dependent

Variable

Test

Score Education.
-2
R

Residual

Standard

rDeviation

Other Variables

Controlled

16. Occupation 3.016 .349 18.70 None

.261)

17. OctuPation 5.01' .347 -. 18.72 .
Socioeconomic background

(.30i

18. AOccupation L.002 .407 Brothers' common background

.524)

19. Occupation .255. 4,192 .367 18.44 . None

(.056) (.314) .

20. Occupation .254 4.280 .362 18.50 Socioeconomiq-background

' (.057) (.342)

21. AOCcupation .229 3.499 .416 17.70 Brothers' common background

(.092) .(.557)

° 14. lOccupation ..224 2.150 ...441 1732c Brother0 common background,

.15. Earnings

(.090)

179

(.639),,

, .128 7130

AInitial occUpation

None

.(18)

17. Earnings 156 .141 7075 Socioeconomic background

(19)

18. AEarnings 170 .296 6404c Brothers' common background

(31)
%)

19. Earnings 1205 .185 ' 6893 None

(96) )
,

20.. Earnings 1157 ..184 6895 SocioeconomiC background

(111)

.,)-,.

21. AEarnings 906 .282 .6469c Brothers' common background'

(190) I

22'. Earnings 83 938 .202 6820 Wine

(21) (116)

23. Earnings 82 914 .202 6820 SocioecOnomic background

(21) (126)
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Ta:ble 6 Continued (3)

Dependent

Variable
. ,

Jest

Score Education
-2
R

Residual

Standard

Deviation

24. AEarnings

25. AEarnings

133

(33)

111

(32)

612

(199)

[276]

.(203)

.313

.361

6327c

6102c

26. Ln Earnings .0106 .129 .420

(.0010)

Ln Earnings .0094 .137 .418

(.0011)

28. ALn Earnings .0105 .294 .378c

(.0018)
-

29. Ln Earnings .0671 .166 .411

(.0057) .

30. Ln Earnings .0642 .166 .411

(.0066)

31. ALn Earnings .0499 .268 .385c

(.0113)

32. Ln Earnings .0055 .0492 .186 .406

(.0012) (.0069)

33. 'Ln, Barnings .0055 .0480 d .186 .406

. (.0012) (.0075)

34. ALn,Earnings .0086. .0310 .,306 .375c

4 (.0019) (.0118)

35. ALn Earnings .0072 [.0094] .359c

(.0019) (.0119)

..364

Other Variables

, Controlled

Brothers' common background

Brothers'common background,

AOCoupation

None

Socioeconomic background

a' common background

None

Socioeconomir'. background

Brothers'ammon baCkground

None

Socioeconomic baCkground

4

Brothers'rcommon background

Brothers' common background,

AOccupation

NOTES:'

a.

h;

Calculated as 1 - ( Variance/Totaj. Variance) for individuals.

-A indiaated variables defined as sibling differences:

c. Within Pal.naard-deviatioa
corrected for degrees of freedom.

Calailated as .5(1.4144).= .707 times the observed 'standard deviation of

residuals for regression's of siblingerences.

d. Father'S education, father's occupation, siblings.

I.

4 9 4
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not mean that background rather than ability causes aigher educational

attainment. It would only mean that the effects of the two cobld not be

distinguished. without direct measure of multiple abilities.

---The'results in equations 4 thru 9 indicate tha= estimates of the effects

of cognitive skills On initial occupational .statils are quite sensitive

to controls for family backgroundbut that the effezlts of educational

1

attainment are robust. 'Moreover, controlling test score differences

among brothers barely reduces the sChooling coefficient below the Coefficient

controlling only brothers' common background. These results suggest

.that when employers favor better-schooied young men they are either seeking.

characteristics that are relatively u=elated -to cognitive ability and

.family background, orthat they are poor judges ofability and background;

and rely on educational .:redentials as an imperfect guide."

'Equations 13 thrl: 18 suggest that controll:ing measured socioeconomic

background is inadequate to eliminate biases in,estimates of the effects

'of test scores and schooling on current occupational status. The coefficient

.for test scores controlling only measured backgroUnd is .601/.685 = 87.7

rercent as large as the uncontrolled coefficient, while the within-pair

coefficient is only..436/.685 = 63.6 percent as large as the unControlled

coefficient.
Similarly,..controlling measured background does not redue

30
This conclusion should be generalized cautiously. It is not so strongly

supported by Behrman, Taubman, and Wal9t; "Controlling Effects of Cenetics

and Pamily Environment."
Moreover, the effects of elementary and second-

ary education on initial occupation in'the Michigan Panel Study of Income

Dynamics, and in my data are
smaller and less robust than the effects df

higher education. This is also true in the 1973 occ,,TT sample I analyzed.

5ee Olneck, "Effects of Education on
OcCupational StAtUs and Earnings."

r-11
0. VI
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\

the coefficient of education at all, bnt the within-pair education

coefficient is reduced by 1 - (4.002 5.016) = 20.2 percent.
31

7 .

Equation 21 indicates that controlling brother's_.:test score differen-

,

ces reduces.the within-pair coefficient of education. The combined,

ability-family background bias in the occuPation-educatiOn relationship is

. .

1,- (3.499/5.016) = 30.2 percent. This is larger than the proportionate

bias suggested by other data sets that inclnde'.ability measures.
32

Equation 26 indicates that a 10-point difference in test scores

associated with an 11.2 percent difference in earnings among

n.,Beh.rman, Taubman-and Wales, "Control,ling:Effects of Genetics and,

Fa Environment," the within-pair education,coefficient for DZ twins

in the NAS-NCR sample is 92 percent as large as the.uncontrolled coeffi-

\
cient: The-cross-sibling correlation for education and occupation. in Chat

data is anomolously low compared to the analagous correlation in the.

Kanmazoo\and OCG II data, so....I tend to favarthe Kalamazoo results. ..I

the OCG II\data, for 6865 respondenta, 35 to 59, who reported their .

brother's education, controlling father's education, father's'occupation,

number of eibings, family composition, race, and fatM background reduces

the occupation7eduCation coefficient by15.0 percen. Using reports of .

brothers' educaion to calculate a within-Pair,ocCUpation-education co-

efficient reduces the uncontrolled relatItinehips by 2.3.2:.perCent. The

importance of urmeasurechcampared to measured background factors for bias

in the occupatIone\duCation'relationship is'less in theA.962 OCG I
data

.

than It is In the OCG II. See'01fteck.(19760. .

32
See LarrY J. Griffi ,

"SpeCificatidn'Biases'in Estimates of SocioeconoMic

-Retnrns to Schooling," Sociology of Education 49,-1976, and Olnetk,

"Effects of Education on\Occupational Status.,and Earnings." Olneck

Assesses:differential bias by level of schooling, and finds that the

.occupational effects of completing college are larger and more robust

than the effects of 'compleCing high school.

\ 5 1
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indiViduala;.
33 Controlling measured socioeconoMic background rcduces the

effect slightly hut among brothers the effect is virtually the same as_it

is without family background controlled. Moreover, among brothers, the

regression coefficient for test score differences controlling schooling

and.occupation differences is 0.0072. _The analogous coefficient for

individuals, controlling socioeconomic background, sehoolfni, and.occupa-

tion differences is only 00037. [Olneck, 1976a].
.0

There are three possible explanations for this Tesult. One:is

s'ampling error. Grouse [forthcoming] reports that for the Project

"Talent sibling subsaMple, the within-pair te8tL-sebre Coefficient.for in
,-

v .
';'-'

. .

earnings i8 lower than the unControlied coeffid4Ont:\;14knother is that'. the

--------.
, .. \ , ..

.

unmeasured a_Spects of.family b'ackground which affect earnings, net of
.

. .

.

, . .

.

.

,

the etfects of cognitive skillS, are negatively,correlated with the un-
.

,

measured aspeCt of backgroUnd that affect test scoras._ Family tack-,

ground is conseidently a.suppressor variable. .Figure 2,embodies,this
./

interpretation. %Finally,.standardfzed tests may measure mulaple ahili-ties,

some of which, exe-rcis-e large direct effects on-earnings and-others which
V.

, .

33 .

Antilog 0,1060-=-.1.1118, A one standard deviation difference in test

sccres-In-alie: Kalamazoo data is assoCiated with a 17.6 percent differenCe

.in earnings. . A one.standafd deviation diffetence In test scores is'Asso-

ciated with a 10 percent.difference in 1971, earnings. and.a 5.7.percent diy-

, ference in 1901 earnings among 1957 WiSConsin high schook graduates.. (Hauser'

and Daymont, -1976), a 9.6..percent.of. difference in expected 1964 earbings,

among NORC Veterans respondents aged 25 to 14, and 17.5 percent among .

veteranS 10 tO 14 (Jencks, forthcoMing), and a 9.2 percent difference in

1972 earnings ofTroject Talent 11 Year.:follow-up reSpopdents 1(Crouse,

forthcoming).. These comparisons indicate that estimates-of theeffects of

tested ability vary by \both age of- respondents and tests. ThiS.accQunts,

,in part,-for differences among researchers in estimates or thE proportion-

ate and absolute "ability" biases in the effects of education,

:5 2 4
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maY not.. Brotherstmay resemble each other strongly on the abilities re-

...

.

leted to.test'scores which have weak direct effects on earnings, but.
,

,

may vary among themselves),on the abilities related.to test scores which .

. ,
.,

,
.

.

,

:.-47'
have"strong direct effects. This laat possibiliv.cannot be tested with-

out direct measures of different abilitie or skills.
34

-. In the Kalamazoo data, measured socioeconomic background dItp s not

bias estimates.of the effects..of educ.ttion.on In earnings, but unmeasured

aspects of family background do. While the coefficient of education con-

trolling father's education, father's occupation, and-siblings is'virtuallY

-

identdcal to the uncontrolled coefficient, the effect of a One-year.,

,

,
.:difference in education among brothers

is.only .0499/.0671 = 74.4 percent
.

as large as.the. uncontrolled effect.
35

0

"n ,
.

.

t .
. .

.

.'- James.Crouse, "The Effects of Academj.c Ability;"_in Who Gets Ahead?.ed.

Christopher Jencks, draft Chapter 10 (NeW York: Basic Books, forthcoming),

offers little support for'this interpretation, however The" torrelatiOns

.

between the seParate components of the Project Talent 1-...ademic,Composite'

and ln earnings.do not'differ sign4ficantly41 the Talent 11 year follow-up.,

-35
In Behrman, TaubmanAand Wales NAS-NRr twin sample, the within-DZ

pair coefficient ot educatipn is .059/.080 = 73.8 percent of the un-

controlied.coefficient, while thewithin-M2 pair coefficients are only

.027/.080 7 33.8 percent as large as the' uncontrolled coefficient. The

differencebetween HZ and DZ results suggests that either controlling

ge4els is impor,tant,'or that MZ mins share more'common envipnments than

do DZ twins. See Behrman, Taubman, and Wales, "Controlling Effects of

'GeneticS and Family Environment:"

-The 1971 OCC 'II data alsO suggest the importance of controlling unmeasured

as well as measured background. Controlling measured-socioeconomic back-

ground among 6855'respondents, aged 35 to 59, who reported-their brother's

education, reduces the relationship
between education and 1n-earnings by

19.7 percent. But 'using the correlations among respondent's educa-tion .

respOndents' ln earnings, and brother's education to calculate a within--:

'pair coefficient reduces the
relationship by. 36.4 percent. The 1962 OCG'I

data do not however, suggest dramatic' differences iietween the education c8ef-

ficients controlling measured background and unmeasured background. T have -

not vet investigated the possible sources eif the discrepancy between the ncn

I and OCG IT results.. See
Olneck, "Effects of Education on Occupational

Status and Earnings."

5 3
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Equation 34 indicatea thatthe'dombined ability-background bias,in

the edUcation-ln earnings relatiOnship ia quite large.. The within-pair

coefficient Of education, controlling brothers' test score differences

is 0.0310. This is only .03101.0671 =. 46.2 percent:as large a8 the un-

-controlled coefficient. My resultsalOng With those of Behrman, Taubmari,

-and Wales [1976], suggest that when r earchers work.with young eamples

k

in which ability differences have smallfaeffects,-or witfi samples that

control only.measured background, they will erroneouslyiconclude that.
--!

,

the biati.an the, education`income relat1onsh1p,is,small.
6'

Note on_Measurement Error

In. this paper I have emphasized family,baokground.and tested Ability

as A source of ppward biases i%the observed effects of schOóling. I

ignored the likelihood that the effects of schoolIng are biasedAownward

*

to some extent,because cif measurement error. Bishopj-197,6] has noted.that
I

the use. Of sib4ng data canexacerbate the prob1e6 of measureMent error,

.and has Argued that the within-DZ twin pair unstandardized coefficient

36-

. .

The question may be raiSed as to Whether it fe more appropriateAto

estimate And coMPare,proportionste or absolute biases actoss samples or

withl.n,pOpulations sampled longitudinally. .

If the uncontrolled effects of

education differ between' samples, the proportionaee biases will, diffl4r

even when absolute' bia§es are the Serie. In longitudinaT studies, if-the

-effects nf educaation rise faster then the effects of test scores or back-

ground, the proportionate bias Will fall even.ihpugh the absolute bias.

Ancreases. It is probably beat to repOrt both agsolute and_Rroportionate

biases. 'See Robert M. HauSer and ThoMaeN..Daymont:"."Schooling, Ability

and Earnings:_ Cross-Sectibnal-Findings 8 to likVear% After. High.School

Graduation," Center for 'Demography and
Ecology;Working -Paper rib, 76-1%,

Madison: University ofWisconsin, JulY 1976); Griffin, ",,!recification,...

Biases4" and Olneck, 'EffeCts of4.duCationHoii OccupatiOnal Status and.

Earnings.".

Olneck, "Effects- Of 'Education on Occupational Staths And Earningg,"

cates that the observedeffectsOf eleMentary.and secondary schooling ard-
. .

more biased than the effects of-higher education:,

5 4 "P'
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..

\

of schooling'1n a'earnings equation is at a max mum only 83 percent cf

the true effect. However, the accuracy.of educat\ onal reports in the

'Kalamazoo data appears to be slightly higher than in'the CPS data Bishop

I .

analyzed. My results would indicate that if there were nocther omitted

variables, the observed within-pair coefficient of educatfon could be 89

percent of the true coefficient.
37

However, the Kalamazoo data also include an ability measure. The

remaining bias in the within-pair education coefficient due to measure-

ment erior depends on the relative extent of error in the sibling differ-

ences of schooling and test scores. Since the ratio of error variance to

the variance of sibling differences in education appears to be smaller

than the analogous ratio for test scores, adding test score differ-

ences reduces the remaining downward bias in the within-pair education

37
Bishop,estimated the correlation between reported and true values as

0.90, assuming that errors in separate reports of education are correlated

0.40 (Bishop, "Reperting Errors," p. 5), .1 estimated the correlation between

true and,reported values of education in the Kalamazocdata as 0.964 (Olneck,

"Determihants of Educational Attainment," pp. 172-17R).

I calculated the error variance of schoOling as (2.73)
2

(1 - 0.964
2
) =

0.5292. Bishop gives the ratio of the observed to the true coefficieut

2V(ui)
as b /S.i= 1/a (1 -

V(AP)
where

.t

=-true coefficient

= observed coefficient
t..

a correctioh for floor and ceiling.effects producing a correlation

.
between the errors in measurement and true values.

error variance in education

V(AP) = variance of sibling differences in education..

.Adopting Bfahop's values of,c( = 0.95, I have bt/B,/= [1 - 2 (.5292)/6.720]

.95 = .887.
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coefficient.
38

Therefore, unless there are important remaining omitted

variables the observed within-pair education coefficient, controlling

:test score differences, could:Well be close to 90 percent of the true

coefficient. If this were true, the bias in the observed coefficient

would still be 1 - (1.11)(.0310)/.0671 = 48.7 percent.

12

\
38

Assuming random 'errors 'and a_rellability of 0.929, the error variance

in schooling is (2 73)2(1-0 929).= 0.5292. The ratioof error variance
/

to the variance of ibling differences is 0.5292/6.7288,= .07865. , If

errors in test sco es/are iandom, assuming al reliability of 0.900 yields

An error variance f\/(15.32)2(1-0.900) = 23.3292. The ratio of:error

variance in test scores to the variance of sibling differences.is 23.3292/
/

.

249.5294 = 0.0935 ee Bishop, "Reporting Errors."
'Ji'

,

5 6,
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Section 5. Summary and Discussion

Standard Isociological variables do-not adequately measure family

background. We would, reach this conclusion even if we included measures

of-parental income, and if we measured background variables more accurately.

Family background exercises continuftg effects on adult earnings and occu-

pational status that are not mediated by measured ability or educational .

attainment. Nevertheless, the differences between brothers on measures

of economic success are quite large relative to differences in the general

population.

Measured ability and education, which are often thought to represent

"meritocratic" characteristics, in part because they are presumed to sig-

.
nificantly Aiminish the ties between.background and attainment?.transmit

background more.than'they reduce its effects. If the correlations between

test scores and education, and education and ln earnings arose solely from

effects that were orthogonal to background they, would be only one-third

of their present magnitudes.

Controlling measured socioeconomic variables ds not'fully eliminate

biases due to backgtound in the effects of test scoreNo\n educational
.

attainment, and in the effects of education on current ocCupational status

and earniks. The effect of measured ability on earnings amcrig brothers

\
is, however, the same as it is. among unrelated individuala. This result

is anamolous, and may well be due to sampling error.'

'My results should encourage sociologists to investigate in more

detail the processes by which families influence the destinies of their

children.. Unitaty conceptions of family background do not account for

5 7
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the continuing effects of background on various outcomes. The sources

of the net effects of background.on one outcome are weakly related to the

sources Of the net effects of background on other outcome8. (See Figure 2.)

They should also encourage econometricians analysing bias in the income-

schooling relationship to posit multiple omitftd variables. Family. back-

ground and test scores both impart bias to the schooling coefficient.

While background and test scores might be imperfec: measures of a single

ability, it is likely that persistence in school and higher earnings are

related to more than one common factOr.

I would hope, however, that the principal impact of my results would

be to encourage others to recOnsider the theoretical and ideological under-

pinnings of similar research. Researchers investigating the relationships

among family background, test scores, education, and economic success are

'implicitly engaged in normative discourse even if they only report tech-

nical analyses. Their work ia part of an 'ongoing discussion of equal

opportunity, and embodies aocietal commitments to shared conceptions of-

merit and entitlement.
39 It also eMbodies assumptions concerning the

importance of individual characteristics for explaining individual attain-.

ments.

The choice of test scores and education ag explanatory variables-is

intimately tied to our view that "ability", and "effort" rather than in-

herited advantage should predominate in the process of,economic attainment.

39 For explicit.reference to the connection between status attainment

research and American values see Blau and Duncan, American Occupational

Structure,'pp. 432-441 and Jencks et al., IneqUality, Chapter 1.
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Despite the fact that our research only measures the extent to which test

scores.and education are related'to economic outcomes, and does not directly

examine the processes by whiCh those relationships arise, we rarely

.question the identification of.IQ and schooling with merit. Until we know

More about why better-schooled and higher-scoring individuals are econom-

ically favored, we cannot know whose needs and interests are served by the

use of so-called meriiocratic criteria.

Models of.individual attainment embody the assUmption that differences

in adult success 'can be explained by differences in.individual charac-

. téristics. Inquiry centers on whether the iMportant dharacteristics are

those which are ."fair" (e.g., schooling), "unfair" (e.g.., background), or

unmeasured (i.e. error terms). Two prior assumptions are implicit in.the

assumptionothat indlvidual attainments can be explained. One is that dis-
.

tribution of attainments or rewards is causally pxoduced. by the charac-

teristics Of individuals, EconomiSts assert this asaumption by calling

their mdcils "structural equations." The other, which is a corollary of

the first, is that the distribution of rewards is not fixed, but will

respond to changes in the distribution of individual characteristics.

These asSumptions, while normatively appealing because of dheir

affinity with traditional American values of hard work and individual

effott, obscure the capriciousness and tandomness that my results and those

of others suggest characterize the economic game. My results suggest

that differenceS in family background,.measured cognirive.ability, and

schooling are not primary.sources of.economic inequality,among_adults..

Seventy percent of the variance in earnings in my sample remains

5 9
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unexplained after the effects of background, test scores, and schooling

are taken into account.
40

This suggests that research paradigMs that

inherently reinforce the view that our own economic 'fates andthe overall

distribution of economic rewards are generated by personal characteristics

should be seriously questioned, and emphasis in economic research should

be concentrated on the systemic factors determining inequalities in economic

rewards. In sociology, a more fruitful pursuit than the further.refinement ,

of path models would bean assessment of the ideological antecedents and

imPact of the dominance of the status attainment school.

40
For an argument that genetic endowments explain substantial amounts 'Of

variance in earnings.see Behrman, Taubman, and Wales,,"Controlling Effects

of Genetics,and Family. Environment." For a critique of Behrman, Taubman,

and Wales see Arthur GOldberger, "TWin Methods: A Skeptical View," Paper.

prepared for presentationat the Mathematical Social ScienCes Board

Conference on Kinometrics.Wiiliamstown, Massachusetts, May 1976.

°
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